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ON THE COSYMPLECTIC BOCHNER CURVATURE TENSOR

By SANG-SEUP EUM

§ o. Introduction.

In a previous paper [3J K. Yano, V-H. Ki and the present author studied
on transversal hypersurfaces of an almost contact manifold, that is, hyper
surfaces which never contain the vector field I; defining the almost contact
structure.

In the present paper, we shall find a relation between the contact Bochner
curvature tensor of a Sasakian manifold and the Bochner curva~e tensor

. 'of the transversal· Kaetilerian hyperilUiface:.···__······ __ .

The purpose of the present paper is to define the cosymplectic Bochner
curvature tensor in relation to the contact Bochner curvature tensor and to
seek out the form of the components of the cosymplectic Bochner curvature
tensor.

§ 1. Transversal hypersurface of an almost contact manifold.

Let M be (2n+ I)-dimensional differentiable manifold covered by a system
of c~rdinate neighborhoods {U; yh}, where, here and in the sequel, the
indices h, i, j, k, ... run over the range {I, 2, ..., 2n+ I} and let M admit an
.almost contact metric structure, that is, a set (rp/" 1;", 7Ji> gji) of a tensor
field rp/, of type (1,1), a vector field 1;", a I-form 7}j and a positive definite
Riemannian metric gji satisfying

(1.1) rp/'rp/= -iJi"+7},~", 7}jlp"i=O, rptl;i=O, 7Jtt =I,

(1. 2) gji'PhJ'Pk' = ghk-7}"7Jk, 7}j=gj;f;i, gjil;jl;i = 1.

Consider a 2n-dimensional differentiable manifold M covered by a system
of coordinate neighborhoods {V; xa}, where, here and in the sequel, the
indices a, b, c, d, .•. run over the range {l,2, "', 2n}, and assume that M is
-differentiably immersed in M as a hypersurface by the immersion i: M
M, which expressed locally by y"=y" (xa).

We assume that for each pEM, the vector field 1;" at i(P) never belongs
to the tangent hyperplane of the hypersurface i(M). We call such a hyper-
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surface i (M) a transversal hyjJersurjace of an almost contact IIianifold. In.
this case, we can take f;h as an affine normal to the hypersurface i (M) .

Now the vector Bah=oayh (oa='o/a.xa) and f;h beip.g linearly independent..
the transforms (jJhi Bah of Bah by (jJk i can be experssed as

(1. 3)

where Fab is a tensor field of type (1, 1) and era a I-form of M.
Applying (jJki again to (1. 3) and taking account of (1. 1), we find

(1. 4)

where

(1. 5) '7Ja = B ah7Jh.

Thus M admits an almost complex structure F and I-form a.
Transvecting the first equation of (1. 2) with BbhBek and using (1. 3), we

obtain [3J

(1. 6) FeaF{(gae- TJa7Je) =geb-7JeTJb,

where geb=B/Bbigkj.
This shows that

(1. 7)

is an almost Hermitian metric with respect. to the almost complex structure
F.

In the previous paper [3J, we' proved that rcb is positive definite.
We now assume that M is orientable and choose a unit vector field Ch of

M normal to i (M) in such a way that 2n+ 1 vectors Bah and Ch give the
positive orientation of M. We put

(1. 8)

then we have

(1. 9)

where 7Je=gCb7Jb, from which, we see that the contravariant components reT>

of the metric r are given by

(1.10)

Denoting the inverse matrix of the matrix

ing relations llre well known.
(CBk

ak
) by (Bak, ek), the follow-
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(1.11) B}Bbk=iJ}, B}Ck=O, BakCk=O, CkCk=l,

(1.12) B}Baj+CkCj=iJ/,

(1.13) gcbBck=gkjBbj , gbcBck=gkjBbj .

We denote by Kcbad the curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita connection form
ed with gcb and by Rcbad the curvature tensor of the connection formecL
with ,cb. In this case, the equation of Gauss of i(M) in M is given by

(1.14) Kcbad=KkjihBckBbjBaiBi'+ (hcdhba-hbdhca),

where K cbad = KcbaCgcd, Kkji,,=Kkj/gth and hcb is the second fundamental tensor
of i(M), Kkjih being the curvature tensor of the connection formed with gji"
of M.

§ 2. Bochner curvature tensor of a transversal hypersurface of a.
Sasakian manifold.

In this section we consider the &~hn:er curvature tensoro£ a transversaL
hypersurface i (M) of a Sasakian manifold M.

In a Sasakian manifold M (rpl, ~", 'fJj, gji), we have

(2.1) f7krp/= -gkj~"+Ok"'fJj,

(2.2) [7k~h=rpkh,

where f7k is the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to gji of
M.

In the previous paper [3J, we verified the fact that the almost Hermitian
structure (F,,) introduced in a transversal hypersurface i (M) of a Sasakian
manifold M is Kaehlerian. For a transversal hypersurface i (M) of a Sasa
kian manifold M, we also verified in the previous paper the fact that

Rcbad- (,cdlba-TbdTca+ FcdFba - FbdFca-2FcbFad)

= (Kcbad-hcdhba+hbdhca) - (gcdgba-gbdgca).

Applying the equation of Gauss of i (M) in M, we obtain, from above·
equation,

(2.3) Rcbad - (,cdrba-TbdTca+ FcdFba - FbdFca-2FcbFad)

= (Kkjih - gkhgji+ gj"gkj) B/Bbj BaiBah,

where R cbaa= Rcbac'ca.
We now consider the so-called contact Bochner curvature tensor [5J In a:..

Sasakian manifold defined by
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-<2.4)

-where

'(2.5)

'(2.6)

(2.7)

.and
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B.jf=Kk/'+ (Okh_1}k~h)Lji-(o}-1}~h)Lki

+Ll'(gji-1}j1}i) -L}(gki-1}k1}i)

+'PkhMji-(f>}Mki+ M/'(f> ji-M/'(f>j;

-2 (Mkj(f>f+(f>kjMf) + «(f>/''Pji-(f>/''Pj;-2'Pkj'Pih),

1
2(n+2) [Kji+ (L+3)gji- (L-1)7}j1}iJ,

Kji=Ktj/, Li=Lkttfh,

(2.8) L= jiL ..= _ K+2(3n+2)
g J' 4(n+1)'

Since the structure (F, 7) introduced in a transversal hypersurface i (M)
-of a Sasakian manifold is Kaehlerian [3J, the Bochner curvature tensor of
.i(M) is defined by [4J

Behi=Rehad+O/Lha-OhdLca+rhaLed-reaL"d

(2.9) +F/Mha-FhdMea+M/Fha-MlFea

- 2 (MehF/ +Fe"Mad),

where

(2.10)

(2.11)

1 R
2(n+2) (14:- 4(n+l) ne),

<2.13)

.and

(2.12) M he= - LhaF/, M"a = MbcreD.

We now compute BekB,/BaiBJ"Bkjih, where Bkjih= Bkj/gth•

The equation (2.4) can be written in the covariant form:

Bkjih=Kkjih+ (gkh-7)k1}h) L ji - (gjh-1}j1}h)Lj;

+ L kh (gji-1}j1}i) - L jh (gj;-1}k1}i)

+(f>khMji- 'PjhMki+ Mkh(f>ji- Mjh(f>j;

-2 (Mkj(f>ih+'PkjMil,) + «(f>kh(f>ji-'Pjh(f>ki-2'Pkj'Pih).
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Transvecting (2. 3) with red and taking account of (1. 7), (1. 10) - (1.
13) and the fact that Cke'l=)" we obtain

Rb,,-2(n+l)na+ (2n-l)gba+ ]2 (1Jeif)gb" -~b1Ja
((2.14)

= KjiBiBai+-$Kkji"ekBbjBaie"-tKkji"BbjBai (Ck';"+';iC").

On the other hand, from (2.2) and the Ricci identity, we obtain

"(2.15)

-from which

'(2.16)

Substituting (2. 15) and (2. 16) into (2. 14) and taking account of (1. 11)
-and the fact that

(2.17) 1Jcif=I-),2

which is obtained from (1. 9) and 1j"=';kBak, we have

(2. 18) R ba - 2 (n+ 1) rha+2ngba = KjiBbjBai,

-from which

(2.19) Rba+2n1Jb7Ja-2rba=Kj;BbjBai

by the help of (1. 7).
Transvecting (2. 19) with r ba and taking account of (1. 10) - (1. 13) and

(2. 17), we obtain

(2.20)

where R = Rb"rba.
Transvecting (2. 15) with gii, we obtain

-(2.21) Kue"=2n1Jk'

Substituting (2.21) into (2.20) and taking account of 1J/Y=J.., we obtain

(2.22) R-2n=K.

Transvecting (2. 5) with BbjB/ and substituting (2. 19) and (2. 22), we
.obtain

(2.23)

--where
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(2.24)
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On the other hand, transvecting (2.5) with ~i, we get

(2.25) - Ljt~t=7}j'

Transvecting <Pji with BbjBai and taking account of (1. 3), (1. 4) and (1
7), we have

(2.26)

Transvecting (2.7) with BiBai and taking account of (1. 4), (2.23) and'
(2. 26), we obtain

(2.27) BbjBaiMji = M ba,

where

(2.28)

Transvecting (2. 13) with Bc" Bbj BaiBi and taking account of (2. 3), (2
23), (2. 26) and (2. 27) , we obtain

(2.29) B/BbjBaiBiBkjih= Bcbad,

where Bcbad=Bcbaered.
Thus we have the following

THEOREM 2. 1. The contact Bochner curvature tensor of a Sasakian manifola
M and the Bochner curvature tensor of a transversal Kaehlerian hypersurface
of M are related by (2. 29).

THEOREM 2.2. If the contact Bochner curvature tensor of a Sasakian mani
fold M vanishes, then the Bochner curvature tensor of a transversal Kaehlerian.
hypersurface of M also vanishes.

§ 3. Cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor of a cosymplectic ma
nifold.

An almost contact metric manifold M(<pi, ~h, 7}j, Kkj) is said to be cosym
plectic if the 2-form (/)ji=<piKhi and the I-form 7}j are both closed. It is..
known Cl] that the cosymplectic structure is characterized by

(3.1)

where P'k is the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to Kji of
M.

We verified in the previous paper [3J the fact that the almost Hermitian.
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'Structure (F, r) introduced in a transversal hypersurface i (M) of a cosymplec
tic manifold M is Kaehlerian.

For a transversal hypersurface i (M) of a cosymplectic manifold M, we
also verified in the previous paper [3J that

Rebad = (KeblU - he~hba+h~hea) r~d.

Thus we have

(3.2)

where Rebad=Rebaer~d and Kebad=Kcba~r.d.

Substituting (3.2) into (1. 14), we obtain

(3.3) Rebad=KkjikBlBbjBiBd".

In § 2, we proved that the contact Bochner curvature tensor Bkiih of s'
Sasakian manifold M and the Bochner curvature tensor of a transversal hy
pe.rsurface of M are related by (2.29), that is,

BekBbiBaiBakBkjih=Bcbaa.

In relation to this fact, we are now going to certify in a cosymplectic,
manifold M the existence of a tensor Bkjih satisfying the relation

(*) B/'BbjBaiBahBkjik=Bebad'

where Bebad is the Bochner curvature tensor of a transversal Kaehlerian hy
persurface of M.

The purpose of this section is to seek out the form of the components of a:.
tensor Bkjik.

The Bochner curvature tensor Bebad of a transversal Kaehlerian hypersur.·
face i(M) of a cosymplectic manifold M is defined by (2.9).

Transvecting (3.3) with rea and taking account of (1.10)-(1.13), we ob-
tain •

(3. 4) R ba = (Be1Bd".glm+ 12BelBd..~l~m)B/BbjBaiBakK"jih'

where we have used the relation

(3. 5) rf=~"Ba".

Taking account (1.12) and the fact that Ck~k=A, we obtain from (3.4),,-

(3.6) Rba=KjiBhjBai+ 12[~k~- ~ (Ck~k+cke")] BiB,iKk,iilW

On the other hand, using (3. 1) and the Ricci identity:
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we obtain

(3.7)

from which,

(3. 8) Kk)~k=O.

Substituting (3.7) into (3. 6), we obtain

(3.9)

Transvecting (3.9) with r ha and taking account of (1.7), (1.10)-(1.13)
and (3. 8), we obtain

(3.10) R=K=Kj;gji.

Taking account of (1.5), (1. 7), (2.10), (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain

(3.11)

where

(3.12)

and

(3.13) K
4(n+1) ,

Transvecting (3. 12) with ~i and taking account of (3. 8), we obtain

(3.14) Lj,-e'=O.

On the other hand, transvecting tpji with BhJBai and taking account of
(1. 3), (1. 4) and (1.7) we have•(3.15) BiBaitpj'= F ha,

where Fha=F{Tca.

By the help of (2.12), (3.11) and (3.15), we obtain

(3.16)

where

(3.17)

Taking account of (3. 3), (3. 11), (3. 15) and (3. 16), we obtain
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B}BbjBaiBdh[Kkji"+ (gkh-7]/t7],,) L ji - (gjh-7]j7],,)Lki

+ L k" (gji - 7]j7]i) - L jk (gki - 7]k7]i)

+f/JUMji-<PJkMki+ MU<Pji- Mjh<Pki

- 2 (Mkj<Pih - <PkjMih) ]

= B cbad·

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 3.1. There exists a tensor Skjih satisfying the relation (*) in a
cosymplectic manifold M (dim. M=2n+ 1), and the components of Bkji1& are
given by the following:

Bkjih=Kkjih+ (gU-7]k7]h)LJi - (gjh-7]j7],,)Lki

+Lkh(gji-7]j7]..) - L j,,(gki-7]k7]i)

+<PMMjj- rpjllMH+ Mu'Pji - M j liPlei

- 2 (Mkjf/Jih+ f/JkjMih) '

where

M··=-L·tffl.t and M·"=M·t,..t"J' J '1" J J IS •

We call such a tensor Rkjih the cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor of a
cosymplectic manifold. Thus we have the following

THEOREM 3.2. If the cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor of a ctlsymplectic
manifold M vanishes, then the Bochner curvature tensor of a transversal Kae
hlerian hypersurface of M also vanishes.
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